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Adult Titles

FEBRUARY

Adam Thompson
Born Into This
Engaging, thought-provoking
stories from a young Tasmanian
Aboriginal author who addresses
universal themes from a wholly
original perspective.

ISBN 9780 7022 6311 8
RRP $29.99
Category Fiction/Short Stories
Format C-format paperback, 224pp
Rights held World Rights

‘’

Drenched in swagger and
originality, the blows are
head-on, but the comfort is
swiftly delivered in the wit
and delicacy of Thompson’s
phrasing. He has the reader
in the boat, on the shore and
drowning in the sea at once.
Tara June Winch

The remarkable stories in Born Into This are
eye-opening, razor-sharp and entertaining,
often all at once. From an Aboriginal ranger
trying to instil some pride in wayward urban
teens on the harsh islands off the coast of
Tasmania, to those scraping by on the margins
of white society railroaded into complex and
compromised decisions, Adam Thompson
presents a powerful indictment of colonialism
and racism. With humour, pathos and the
occasional sly twist, Thompson’s characters
confront discrimination, untimely funerals,
classroom politics, the ongoing legacy of
cultural destruction and – overhanging all like
a discomforting, burgeoning awareness for
both white and black Australia – the inexorable
disappearance of the remnant natural world.
Adam Thompson is an emerging
Aboriginal (pakana) writer from Tasmania,
who writes contemporary short fiction. In
2016−17, Adam received writing awards
through the Tamar Valley Writers Festival
and the Tasmanian Writers and Readers
Festival. Adam has been awarded a First Nations
Fellowship at Varuna — The Writers’ House, several Arts
Tasmania grants and was one of ten recipients of The
Next Chapter initiative through the Wheeler Centre.
5

FEBRUARY

Tara June Winch
Swallow the Air (B-format edition)
The much-loved debut of 2020
Miles Franklin Award winner Tara
June Winch available in paperback
for the first time.
When May’s mother dies suddenly, she and
her brother Billy are taken in by Aunty.
However, their loss leaves them both searching
for their place in a world that doesn’t seem
to want them. While Billy takes his own
destructive path, May sets out to find her
father and her Aboriginal identity.

ISBN 9780 7022 6330 9
RRP $22.99
Category Fiction/Short Stories
Format B-format paperback, 216pp
Rights held World Rights

‘’

Tara June Winch’s
witing is startling:
visceral, fresh
and poetic.
Vogue Australia

Her journey leads her from the Australian
east coast to the far north, but it is the people
she meets, not the destinations, that teach her
what it is to belong.
Swallow the Air is an unforgettable story of
living in a torn world and finding the thread
to help sew it back together.

Tara June Winch is a Wiradjuri author,
born in Australia in 1983 and based in
France. Her first novel, Swallow the Air,
was critically acclaimed and named Tara
a Sydney Morning Herald Best Young
Australian Novelist. Tara was mentored by
Nobel Prize winner Wole Soyinka, and her second book,
story collection After the Carnage, was published in 2016.
Her most recent novel, The Yield, won the 2020 Miles
Franklin Literary Award.
6

MARCH

Kailas Roberts
Mind Your Brain
An invaluable guide to
understanding and living with
dementia, and for maintaining a
healthy brain.
Over 400,000 Australians are currently
living with dementia, yet misunderstanding
about the condition is widespread. Few
people realise they can take action to lessen
their chances of it developing. There are
also effective interventions and treatments
now available to address dementia-related
symptoms. Dr Kailas Roberts works as a
specialist in memory loss and dementia.

ISBN 9780 7022 6309 5
RRP $34.99
Category Non-fiction
Format C-format paperback, 344pp
Rights held World Rights

In Mind Your Brain he brings a wealth of
knowledge from his medical practice and
presents it in plain and accessible language.
He explains how dementia affects the brain
and body, what to expect in the event of a
diagnosis, and how to manage each step along
the way.
Dr Kailas Roberts is a consultant
psychiatrist and psychogeriatrician with
over ten years’ experience in the field of
old-age psychiatry. He runs a busy private
practice caring for people with cognitive
difficulties, and advises on management
of the behavioural and psychological difficulties that
often accompany dementia. He lives in Brisbane, and this
is his first book.

7

MARCH

Evelyn Araluen
Dropbear
I told you this was a thirst so great
it could carve rivers.
This fierce debut from award-winning
writer Evelyn Araluen confronts the tropes
and iconography of an unreconciled nation
with biting satire and lyrical fury. Dropbear
interrogates the complexities of colonial and
personal history with an alternately playful,
tender and mournful intertextual voice, deftly
navigating the responsibilities that gather from
sovereign country, the spectres of memory and
the debris of settler-coloniality.

ISBN 9780 7022 6318 7
RRP $24.99
Category Poetry
Format B-format paperback, 112pp
Rights held World Rights

‘’

Her verse has an
unrivalled and mercliess
clarity of expression
and purpose.
Alison Whittaker

This innovative mix of poetry and essay offers
an eloquent witness to the entangled present,
an uncompromising provocation of history,
and an embattled but redemptive hope for a
decolonial future.

Evelyn Araluen is a poet, researcher and
co-editor of Overland Literary Journal.
Her widely published criticism, fiction
and poetry has been awarded the Nakata
Brophy Prize for Young Indigenous Writers,
the Judith Wright Poetry Prize, a Wheeler
Centre Next Chapter Fellowship, and a Neilma Sidney
Literary Travel Fund grant. Born and raised on Dharug
country, she is a descendant of the Bundjalung Nation.

8

APRIL

Melissa Manning
Smokehouse
An accomplished story collection
that is deeply rooted in the
Tasmanian landscape and those
moments in people’s lives when
everything changes.

ISBN 9780 7022 6302 6
RRP $29.99
Category Fiction/Short Stories
Format B-format paperback, 264pp
Rights held Aust & NZ Rights only

‘’

Bookended by a
captivating love story,
this collection is as raw
and true as the rugged
Tasmanian coast it
traverses.
Carrie Tiffany

Set in southern Tasmania, the linked stories
in Smokehouse bring into focus a small
community and capture those moments when
life turns and one person becomes another. As
we get to know these characters – a mother
whose fresh start leads to a fractured future,
a stonemason seeking connection, a woman
grieving her adopted mother, a couple torn
apart by their daughter’s drug addiction – we
learn how their lives intersect, in various ways,
across time and place.
With insight and empathy, Melissa Manning
interrogates how the people we meet and the
places we live shape who we become.

Melissa Manning is a Melbourne-based
writer and lawyer. She grew up in southern
Tasmania and has lived and worked in
London and Hungary. Her writing has
been recognised in awards and published
widely, including in The Best Small Fictions
(US), To Carry Her Home (UK), Award Winning Australian
Writing and Overland. Smokehouse is Melissa’s
debut collection.

9

APRIL

Eileen Chong
A Thousand Crimson Blooms
The stunning new collection
from prize-winning poet Eileen
Chong – her most personal and
accomplished work yet.
Eileen Chong’s luminous poetry examines the
histories—personal, familial and cultural—that
form our identities and obsessions.
A Thousand Crimson Blooms is a deepening
of her commitment to a poetics of sensuous
simplicity and complex emotions, even as
she confronts the challenges of infertility or
fraught mother–daughter relations. Entwined
throughout are questions of migration
and belonging.
ISBN 9780 7022 6319 4
RRP $24.99
Category Poetry
Format B-format paperback, 96pp
Rights held World Rights

‘’

Her most powerful
collection yet ... the
word “courage” rings
through these poems.
Lisa Gorton

Viewed as a whole, this collection is a field of
flowers, aflame with light.

Eileen Chong is an Australian poet of
Chinese descent. Born and raised in
Singapore, she came to Australia as an
adult migrant. Eileen is the author of
eight books published in Australia and
the US. Her work has been shortlisted
for numerous prizes, and her first book, Burning Rice,
is teh first single-author poetry collection by an AsianAustralian to be studied as part of the NSW HSC. She lives
and works on unceded Gadigal land of the Eora Nation.
10

M AY

Billy-Ray Belcourt
A History of My Brief Body
A dazzling collection of personal
essays from internationally
acclaimed First Nations Canadian
writer Billy-Ray Belcourt.
Billy-Ray Belcourt’s collection of personal
essays opens with a tender letter to his kokum
and memories of his early life in the hamlet
of Joussard, Alberta, and on the Driftpile Cree
Nation. From there, it expands to encompass
the big and broken world around him, in all
its complexity and contradictions: a legacy of
colonial violence and the joy that flourishes in
spite of it, first loves and first loves lost, sexual
exploration and intimacy, and the act of writing
as a survival instinct and a way to grieve.
ISBN 9780 7022 6335 4
RRP $24.99
Category Non-fiction/Memoir
Format B-format paperback, 192pp
Rights held Aust & NZ Rights only

‘’

One of the most
exciting international
voices in literature
today – young, tender
and unrelenting.
Evelyn Araluen

What emerges is not only a profound
meditation on memory, gender, anger, shame
and ecstasy, but also the outline of a way
forward.

Billy-Ray Belcourt (he/him) is a writer
and scholar from the Driftpile Cree Nation.
He won the 2018 Griffin Poetry Prize for his
debut collection, The Wound Is a World,
which was also a finalist for the Governor
General’s Literary Award. His second book
of poetry, NDN Coping Mechanisms: Notes from the Field,
was longlisted for Canada Reads 2020. A recipient of
the Rhodes Scholarship and Indspire Award, Belcourt is
Assistant Professor of Indigenous Creative Writing at UBC.
11

M AY

Ellen van Neerven
Flock
Curated and introduced by awardwinning author Ellen van Neerven,
Flock: First Nations Stories Then and
Now features luminous storytelling
from leading Aboriginal writers.
This wide-ranging and captivating
anthology showcases both the power of
First Nations writing and the satisfaction of
a good short story.

ISBN 9780 7022 6303 3
RRP $29.99
Category Fiction/Short Story Anthology
Format C-format paperback, 280pp
Rights held World Rights

‘’

Ellen van Neerven
produces writing with
rare imaginative force.
Australian Book Review
praise for Ellen van Neerven

Flock roams the landscape of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander storytelling, bringing
together voices from across the generations.
Featuring established authors such as Alexis
Wright,Tony Birch and Melissa Lucashenko,
and rising stars such as Adam Thompson and
Mykaela Saunders, Flock confirms the ongoing
resonance and originality of First Nations stories.

Ellen van Neerven is an award-winning
writer of Mununjali Yugambeh (South East
Queensland) and Dutch heritage. They
write fiction, poetry, plays and non-fiction.
Ellen’s first book, Heat and Light, was the
recipient of the David Unaipon Award, the
Dobbie Literary Award and the NSW Premier’s Literary
Awards Indigenous Writers Prize. Ellen has published two
poetry collections, Comfort Food and Throat, which was
the recipient of the UQP Quentin Bryce Award.
12

JUNE

Dymphna Stella Rees
A Paper Inheritance
When Dymphna Stella Rees – named
after family friends Dymphna Cusack and
Stella Miles Franklin – discovers bundles
of love letters among her father’s estate
posessions, she is intrigued by this side of
her parents’ relationship.

ISBN 9780 7022 6320 0
RRP $32.99
Category Non-fiction/History
Format C-format paperback, 312pp
Rights held World Rights

‘’

A dynamic portrait
of a true creative
partnership and a vital
chapter in Australian
literary culture.
Caroline Baum,
author of Only

Leslie Rees and Coralie Clarke Rees were a
power couple of the Australian literary scene
in the mid-twentieth century. They took
their shared dream of being writers from
Perth to London and launched themselves
in Fleet Street, interviewing some of the
century’s literary greats, including James Joyce,
AA Milne and George Bernard Shaw. After
settling in Sydney in the 1930s, they embraced
the city’s vibrant arts scene and established
prolific careers. Drawn from personal
notebooks, letters and original transcripts,
A Paper Inheritance is the engrossing story of
what drove this literary couple to prominence
and is a celebration of their love and their
passion for words.
Dymphna Stella Rees is the daughter
of Coralie Clarke Rees and Leslie Rees
− one of the mid-century’s best known
writing partnerships. From the treasures
in their overflowing archive stretching
back a hundred years she has created the
story of her parents’ fascinating lives and the significant
contribution they made to the authentic Australian voice
in drama, broadcasting and literature.

13

JUNE

Tony Birch
Whisper Songs
A timely and important collection
of poems by the award-winning
author of The White Girl and Blood.
Divided into three sections – Blood, Skin
and Water – the poems in Whisper Songs
address themes of loss (of people and place),
the legacies of colonial history and violence,
and the relationships between Country and
memory.

ISBN 9780 7022 6327 9
RRP $24.99
Category Poetry
Format B-format paperback, 96pp
Rights held World Rights

‘’

Birch has great
empathy and a skilful
pen to match.
Sydney Morning Herald

Tony Birch invites the reader into a tender
conversation with those he loves - and has
loved - the most. He also challenges the past
to speak up by interrogating the archive,
including documents from his own family
history, highlighting forcefully the ways in
which the personal is also intensely political.
Whisper Songs reveals Birch at his lyrical and
intimate best.

Tony Birch is the bestselling author
of The White Girl, shortlisted for the
Miles Franklin Literary Award; Ghost
River, winner of the Victorian Premier’s
Literary Award for Indigenous Writing; and
Blood, shortlisted for the Miles Franklin
Literary Award. He is also the author of
Shadowboxing and three short story collections. His first
collection of poetry, Broken Teeth, was published in 2016.
In 2017 he was awarded the Patrick White Literary Award.
Tony Birch is also an activist, historian and essayist.
14
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Children’s &
Young Adult
Titles

FEBRUARY

Lorraine Marwood
Footprints on the Moon
Humans are about to leave footprints on
the moon, but what sort of mark can one
girl make here on Earth?

ISBN 9780 7022 6283 8
RRP $16.99
Category Middle Reader
Format B-format paperback, 256pp
Rights held World Rights

‘’

An immensely
uplifting tale with
strong reference to
family, grief, handling
loss, letting go and
ultimately getting on
with life.
Boomerang Books

It’s 1969 and life is changing fast. Sharnie
Burley is starting high school and finding it
tough to make new friends. As the world waits
to see if humans will land on the moon, the
Vietnam War rages overseas. While her little
cousin, Lewis, makes pretend moon boots,
young men are being called up to fight,
sometimes without having any choice in
the matter. Sometimes without ever coming
home. Dad thinks serving your country in a
war is honourable, but when Sharnie’s older
sister, Cas, meets a returned soldier and starts
getting involved in anti-war protests, a rift in
their family begins to show. Sharnie would
usually turn to her grandma for support, but
lately Gran’s been forgetting things.
Can she find her own way in this brave
new world?
Lorraine Marwood has published several
children’s novels and collections of poetry,
winning the inaugural Prime Minister’s
Literary Award for children’s fiction in 2010
for her novel, Star Jumps. She has enjoyed
three fellowships with the May Gibbs
Children’s Literature Trust. Her 2018 verse novel, Leave
Taking, was the joint winner of the Patricia Wrightson
Prize for Children’s Literature and was shortlisted for the
2019 CBCA Book of the Year: Younger Readers.
17

FEBRUARY

Michelle Kadarusman
Girl of the Southern Sea
An inspiring novel about goodluck magic, courage and the power
of storytelling.

ISBN 9780 7022 6293 7
RRP $16.99
Category Middle Reader
Format B-format paperback, 216pp
Rights held Aus & NZ Rights only

‘’

Kadarusman effectively
weaves a gentle tale
of love and loss and
illuminates the power
of storytelling.
Kirkus Reviews

A gifted student, Nia longs to attend high
school so she can follow her dream and
become a writer. She has notebooks filled with
stories she’s created about the mythological
Dewi Kadita, Princess of the Southern Sea. But
her family has barely enough money for food,
let alone an education, so Nia’s days are spent
running their food cart and raising her younger
brother. Following a miraculous escape from
a bus accident, Nia is gifted with good-luck
magic. Or at least that’s what everyone’s saying.
Soon their family business is booming and
there might even be enough money to return
to school. But how long can her good luck last?
When a secret promise threatens everything
she’s hoped for, Nia must find a way to break
the mould and write her own future.

Michelle Kadarusman is an AustralianIndonesian children’s author. She grew
up in Melbourne and has lived throughout
Indonesia and Canada. Her novels have
been nominated for various awards and
honours, including the Canadian Governor
General’s Awards, USBBY Outstanding International
Book and the Malka Penn Award for Human Rights in
Children’s Literature. Her other titles include The Theory of
Hummingbirds and Music for Tigers.
18

MARCH

Kathryn Apel & Renée Treml
The Bird in the Herd
Bright and playful, this rollicking
rhyming verse picture book with
gorgeous, sun-soaked illustrations will
have little ones hootin’ and a-tootin’!
Look! A herd of cows.

ISBN 9780 7022 6294 4
RRP $24.99
Category Picture Book
Format Hardback, 32pp + 8pp ends
Rights held World Rights

‘’

Apel’s writing is brief
and precise, going to
the heart of things
and of people.
Kids’ Book Review

‘’

If I see Renée Treml’s
name on any book ...
I know I am picking
up something special.
The Bottom Shelf

There’s a bird in the herd that stalks as it
walks, eating slugs and the bugs that the herd
stirred. What else can you see as you follow
the cheeky bird?
Take a romp around an Aussie farm in this
rhyming picture book perfect for early
childhood.
Kat Apel is a born-and-bred farm girl
who’s scared of cows. She lives among
the gum trees, cattle and kangaroos on
a Queensland grazing property. The Bird
in the Herd is Kat’s second picture book,
following her rollicking rural rhymer, This
is the Mud. She has also written three verse novels,
including Bully on the Bus, winner of the 2014 Australian
Family Therapists’ Award for Children’s Literature.
Renée Treml is the author and illustrator of several
successful picture books for very young readers,
including Once I Heard a Little Wombat, Ten Little Owls
and Roo Knows Blue. She is also the creator of the
highly engaging and funny junior fiction graphic novel
Sherlock Bones and the Natural History Mystery and its
sequel Sherlock Bones and the Sea-Creature Feature.
Renée has a degree in environmental science and has a
passionate love of natural history.
19

MARCH

Nova Weetman
The Edge of Thirteen
Thirteen-year-old Clem deals with
fitting in and falling out in this
authentic story of friendship, from
a beloved middle-grade author.

ISBN 9780 7022 6312 5
RRP $16.99
Category Middle Reader
Format B-format paperback, 256pp
Rights held World Rights

‘’

This is a beautiful story
about kindness and
finding friends who make
you feel you’re home.
Karen Foxlee, author of
Lenny’s Book of Everything
on Sick Bay

Clem Timmins can’t wait to see her best friends
after being apart all summer holidays. But when
they get back together, things have changed.
Bridge is boy-crazy and acting like a different
person. Ellie is wearing a bra and having a reallife romance. Clem feels left behind. When she
makes friends with Tom, suddenly everyone’s
gossiping about whether they’re going to be
a couple. Clem’s got no interest in having a
boyfriend. Or does she?
At school camp, Bridge crosses the line
and Clem has to ask herself – can she keep
growing up with her friends when they’re
growing apart? This story of fitting in and
falling out perfectly captures how it feels to
balance on the edge of who you are and who
you want to be.
Nova Weetman lives in Melbourne with
her family. She has written for film and TV,
including the children’s series Backyard
Science, H20 and Pixel Pinkie. Nova has
written three middle-grade books in the
Choose Your Own Ever After series, and
three young adult novels, including Everything is Changed,
a 2017 CBCA Notable Book. Her middle-grade novels have
been shortlisted for the Readings’ Book Prize and achieved
recognition at the 2017, 2018 and 2019 CBCA Awards.
20

APRIL

Claire Zorn
When We Are Invisible
The sequel to Claire Zorn’s
acclaimed debut The Sky So Heavy.
A heart-stopping dystopian YA set
in the Australian bush.
In the midst of a nuclear winter, Lucy, Fin
and Max flee the chaos of Sydney with blood
on their clothes, a gun and handwritten
directions to safety. When they reach
Wattlewood, it seems like their struggle to
survive might be over. There is food, warmth
and adults in charge. So why can’t Lucy shake
the feeling they’re still in danger?
Lucy’s survived the apocalypse, but can she
escape a more insidious threat?
ISBN 9780 7022 6313 2
RRP $19.99
Category Young Adult
Format B-format paperback, 328pp
Rights held World Rights

‘’

Move over James
Marsden: Claire Zorn
has arrived.
Good Reading Magazine
5-star review for
The Sky So Heavy

Claire Zorn lives on the south coast of
NSW with her family. Her first young adult
novel, The Sky So Heavy, was a 2014 CBCA
Honour Book, shortlisted for the 2013
Aurealis Awards and shortlisted for the 2014
Inky Awards. Her second YA novel, The
Protected, was the winner of multiple awards, including
the 2015 Prime Minister’s Literary Award for Young Adult
Fiction and the 2015 CBCA Award for Older Readers. One
Would Think The Deep, her third YA novel, won the 2017
CBCA Book of the Year Award for Older Readers.
21

APRIL

Rosanne Hawke

Fozia and the Quest of Prince Zal
Set in the aftermath of the 2010
floods in Pakistan, this is a sensitive
tale of community spirit, kindness
and the magic of family.
Twelve-year-old Fozia has survived the worst
flood in Pakistan’s history. But her life will
never be the same. With her little sister gone
and her parents missing, Fozia now lives with
Jehan’s family in a new village. As she slowly
rebuilds her life, she fears everything might
come crashing down again if her secret is
uncovered … or if the brick-kiln owner
finds her.

ISBN 9780 7022 6307 1
RRP $14.99
Category Younger Reader
Format B-format paperback, 184pp
Rights held World Rights

‘’

A captivating story.
Readings Monthly

To keep her own family alive in her heart,
Fozia tells her friends a fairytale about Prince
Zal. He rides a magic carpet on a quest to
find his little sister, battling leopards and
dangerous fairies along the way. But can
Prince Zal succeed if the truth behind Fozia’s
story is revealed?
Rosanne Hawke is a South Australian
author of over twenty-five books. She lived
in Pakistan and the United Arab Emirates
as an aid worker for ten years. She is the
2015 recipient of the Nance Donkin Award;
an Asialink, Carclew, Varuna and May
Gibbs Fellow; and a Bard of Cornwall. She teaches creative
writing at Tabor Adelaide and writes in an old Cornish
farmhouse with underground rooms near Kapunda.

22

M AY

Karen Swann & Padmacandra
The Tale of the Whale
A poetic tale of friendship and the
beauty of the ocean, highlighting
the need to stop plastic pollution
and change our future.
‘Where land becomes sky
and the sky becomes sea,
I first saw the whale and
the whale first saw me …’

ISBN 9780 7022 6326 2
RRP $24.99
Category Picture book
Format Hardback, 32pp
Rights held Aust & NZ Rights only

So begins a lyrical journey that brings
wonder, discovery and friendship, but also an
uncomfortable realisation: plastic pollution and
carelessness are destroying the ocean and the
creatures who call it home.
Can we work together to change the future
of the sea?
Karen Swann won the Writing Magazine
Picture Book Prize in 2018. She grew
up in the UK where she trained as a
physiotherapist in a small town by the sea.
She now lives in Nottingham and loves to
write lyrical rhyming stories at an old Victorian scrub-top
table. The Tale of the Whale is her debut picture book.
Padmacandra grew up in Scotland, lives in
Norfolk and graduated from the Cambridge
School of Art. She is a Buddhist, poet and
artist and currently works part-time as
a carer.

23

JUNE

Kate Gordon
The Ballad of Melodie Rose
A heartfelt story of one girl’s
determination to save her beloved
home and the lyrical companion
tale to The Heartsong of Wonder Quinn.
When Melodie Rose is abandoned on the
doorstep of Direleafe Hall, she realises she
must be a ghost. Strangely, she is not sad. With
the three other ghostly girls who haunt the
school and a gloomy crow on her shoulder,
Melodie has never felt more at peace. Finally
there is a place for her to call home.

ISBN 9780 7022 6321 7
RRP $14.99
Category Younger Reader
Format B-format paperback, 182pp
Rights held World Rights

‘’

Outstanding. The
writing is just beautiful.
Megan Daley, Children’s
Book Daily on
The Heartsong of
Wonder Quinn

So when a lady in white arrives with plans
to flatten her beloved school, Melodie Rose
must act fast to save all she holds dear. But
what can one powerless ghost do?
The Ballad of Melodie Rose is a life-affirming
tale of belonging, being brave and being seen.

Kate Gordon grew up in a small town by
the sea in Tasmania. A librarian, in 2009
Kate won a Varuna fellowship. Her first
book, Three Things About Daisy Blue, was
published by Allen & Unwin in 2010. Her
most recent publications are the young
adult novel Girl Running, Boy Falling and the younger
readers Juno Jones: Word Ninja and The Heartsong of
Wonder Quinn.
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About UQP
The University of Queensland Press (UQP)
was established in 1948 and is one of Australia’s
oldest and most respected independent
publishing houses. UQP has an innovative
philosophy and commitment to producing
books of high quality and cultural significance
across literary fiction, general non-fiction,
children’s and young adult fiction. Our books
and authors continue to receive national and
international recognition through literary
prizes, rights sales and writers’ festivals.

UQP Online
Join us for news, interviews and regular giveaways.
www.uqp.com.au
@UQPBooks
Sign up for our monthly newsletters via
our Facebook page.
Book Club and Teaching Notes
UQP offers book club notes and teaching guides for
many of its titles. Download book club and teacher
resources at www.uqp.com.au
Ebooks
Most of UQP’s titles are available through the following
platforms: Amazon, Booktopia, Dymocks, Google Play,
Apple Books and Kobo.
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Print Sales & Distribution
Australian Distributors
United Book Distributors
Toll-free: 1800 338 836
P: +613 9811 2555
Australian Sales
Penguin Random House
707 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3008
Australia
P: +613 8537 4599
Other Enquiries
University of Queensland Press
PO Box 6042
St Lucia QLD 4067
Australia
P: +617 3365 2435
www.uqp.com.au
twitter.com/UQPBooks
facebook.com/UQPBooks
instagram.com/UQPBooks
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